
The Budget
The topic on everyone’s lips this month was Hammond’s
Second Budget and what was going to come out of it.
Yet, when he sat down, it was clear that we had just
witnessed a Chancellor too scared to offer the radical
shift in direction that the country so desperately needs. 

The Tories may have welcomed the Budget as a bold move,
and whilst we did finally see investment come our way here
in the North East – with the £337 million grant to upgrade
the Tyne and Wear Metro, which myself, Nexus and other
local MPs have campaigned for, it was not a Budget to
be celebrated. 

As always the devil is in the detail with these things and
what we saw was a Budget announcing that productivity,
business investment and growth forecasts had all been
revised down for the foreseeable future and the lack of any
significant announcements on areas ranging from security
to childcare.  After seven years of Tory austerity, we have
seen a record 7.4 million people in working households
pushed into poverty, real wages lower than they were in
2010 and disposable income to fall before the end of

the year.  None of this was addressed in the
Budget.  Our public services were forgotten
about too and no recognition was given to
them and the dedication they have to protect

and help us.  Our NHS is facing a growing crisis and received
tawdry amounts which was met with worrying comments from
leaders within the NHS who said the new money wasn’t
anywhere near enough and our police are now facing a loss of
20,000 officers due to Tory failures. 

If the UK is to flourish post-Brexit, then we need a Government
capable of providing real stability for our country and ensuring
growth and investment are at the top of the agenda.  Sadly,
the Tories are not up to the task; they are a floundering
government who are far more interested in clinging onto power
than addressing the needs of our country. 

Brexit
Brexit, as ever, is dominating Parliamentary time in the lead up
to Christmas and we’re expecting many late-night votes as the
whole House scrutinises and considers the EU (Withdrawal) Bill
line by line.  I have had many constituents get in touch with
their concerns, and I am taking them all on board and can
assure you that I respect the outcome of the referendum but
will not allow this Bill to water down any rights afforded to us
or undermine Parliamentary democracy and the important role
of scrutiny we have towards the Government.
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Above: Congratulations to Maureen Wallwork BEM, ASDA Washington’s
Community Champion, awarded the BEM Medal earlier this month.  Maureen
is a local woman who does so much for our local community.  Pictured here,
with our Mayor of Sunderland Cllr Doris MacKnight, Consort Keith MacKnight,
and The Lord-Lieutenant of Tyne and Wear, Sue Winfield OBE DL.

Above: Sharon making a presentation
to her Election Agent, Cllr Graeme

Miller to thank him for all his hard work
during June’s Snap General Election

and his ongoing support and
dedication to the local Labour Party –

inc a manifesto signed
by Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn.



Christmas Card Competition, Washington Arts Centre

I was thrilled to kick off the festive period this month with my
annual Christmas Card Competition.  All the children who took
part are winners in my eyes, but the overall winning entry, that
will be printed on the front of my Christmas card this year, was
designed by 8-year-old Leighton Bell from John F Kennedy
Primary School.  Thank you to all the schools, children and
their parents and guardians who took part.  It was amazing to
see so many creative, imaginative and talented children there
and I look forward to seeing more of their fantastic artwork in
the future!

Schools and Scouts
It is always a joy to talk to
local young people about
my role as their MP and
to hear their thoughts on
the issues of the day.
That is why it was
wonderful to be invited
along to speak to 1st
Washington Scout troop and hear about all of the activities they
got up to as part of Parliament Week and also visit Barmston
Primary School with Neil McOnie, Chair of Washington Rotary
Club, where I also met their newly elected Parliament.
Both groups asked some great questions and definitely
showed a keen interest in politics.
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In Parliament

At the Despatch Box
Once again, it has been a very busy month for me as the
Shadow Minister for Public Health, with Health Questions
and debates I have responded to.  During Health
Questions, I got two bites of the cherry on two very
important issues: mental health and lung disease.
Sadly, both questions were met with disappointing
answers from Ministers who failed to grasp the
importance and the need to do better on both issues.  In
a Westminster Hall Debate on drug addiction, I urged the
Government to take steps to ensure that deaths by illegal
drug use are avoided and rethink their £800 million cut to
public health budgets by 2021.  Finally, I responded to a
Backbench Business Debate on mental health and
suicide within the autism community. 

Diabetes UK reception in Parliament
On World Diabetes Day, I attended a reception in
Parliament to launch Diabetes UK’s new Future of
Diabetes report. It is important that those living with
diabetes are supported at home, at school or at work, so
that they are not left to feel isolated, misunderstood or
stigmatised. I will do all I can to ensure my constituents
are supported with their diabetes, including raising
awareness to those at risk of developing Type 2 diabetes
so they know what they can do to reduce the risk.

In and around the Constituency

Update on Rolton Kilbride
Many will already be aware that I have registered my
objection to the proposed Rolton Kilbride Gasification
plant in Washington. I received a response from Mr
Needham, the Managing Director of Rolton Kilbride. Mr
Needham’s letter only raised more questions for me, so
I wrote back to him again to outline further questions and
asked for clarity. You can keep up to date with my activity
around Rolton Kilbride by going to my website here:
http://www.sharonhodgson.org/tags/rolton_kilbride
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